VT-116 Middlebury-Starksboro Paving STP 2953(1)
Walk-Bike Feedback
Dear Michael Fowler,
We (Adam Franco, Carrie McFarlane, and Dana Barrow) make up the “Infrastructure Working
Group” of the new Walk-Bike Council of Addison County, a citizen-led advisory group seeking to
advance, support and celebrate safe walking and biking. We’ve been working with staff at our
Regional Planning Commission and Local Motion to educate ourselves about road design,
safety for vulnerable users, and related topics so that we might act as a useful community
sounding board for town and state highway departments.
We’ve been reviewing the upcoming VT-116 Middlebury-Starksboro Paving project STP
2953(1) project with an eye toward walk-bike usage. Overall this repaving project looks to be a
vast improvement over the current conditions of this roadway. We greatly appreciate that it uses
11’ maximum lane widths for its entire stretch and devotes the remaining space to creating
usable shoulders where none currently exist.
During the past few months we’ve been working with the ACRPC on collecting public feedback
about infrastructure challenges as part of their upcoming Regional Transportation Plan update.
This community feedback was collected by a “wikimap”, the results of which can be viewed as
PDFs (map, overview and comments). While the public feedback covers the entire county, many
of the public comments relate to the VT-116 project area and the specific challenges that the
current state of the roadway poses.
Based on the public feedback from the wikimap as well as our own review of the project plans
there are several particular areas of concern that we hope might be improved before the project
is finalized. We hope that these comments can open a conversation that leads to a project that
is seen as successful by the broad community.
Please let us know if we can clarify or provide more details on anything below.
Best regards,
Adam Franco (working group chair) adamfranco@gmail.com 802-458-0622
Carrie Macfarlane
Dana Barrow

Specific areas of concern:
Bristol to Lincoln Rd (“Rockydale Road” along New Haven River)
Sheet 92 - Sheet 96
Northbound/east of the Bristol village VT-116/VT-17 winds along the New Haven River in as a
narrow and winding roadway constrained by both the New Haven River and the steep
mountain-side.

Image from Google Street View (2012)
The terrain makes this the only possible route to Bristol from points east, including the nearby
communities of Lincoln and Starksboro as those crossing the spine of the mountains over the
Appalachian Gap or Lincoln Gap.
Numerous public comments were made about this section of roadway, the highest density
collected:
#53: My bicycle riding friends and I sometimes calls Route 116 between Lincoln and
Bristol the "Terror Zone." There is little or no shoulder and cars whip by. I'd love to see a
shoulder here, please!
#63: I agree with other comments. The only safe way to bike here is to take the full lane,
preventing cars from passing you. There is no shoulder to ride on, but people will still try

to squeeze past you if you don't take up the center of the lane.
#42: I second the concern in this area. The road is narrow with rough pavement, and
both biking and walking feel unsafe. This could be such a valuable bike route to Barlett's,
but I think it would need a separate path or a super wide shoulder to take kids and
families here.
#11: Narrow and no shoulder.
In addition to local uses such as connecting Lincoln and Bristol villages, this section of road
forms a portion of several popular recreational cycling routes that crisscross the mountain
passes, a route which is regularly featured in the annual Vermont Gran Fondo event.

Lastly, this section of river is popular for both fishing and whitewater kayaking and participants
of both activities can be found walking along the highway during warmer months.
Given the demand placed on this roadway section by both walkers and pedestrians, we hope
that additional accommodations may be made vulnerable users. We recognize that the topology
and geology of this segment makes any solution far from ideal however we hope that slight
tweaks to lane markings could serve to decrease auto traffic speeds and increase the shoulder
width available to walkers and cyclists.

Throughout this section the existing pavement width is generally listed as 25’ with new
2’-11’-11’-2’ lane profiles. Given that the speed limit in this section is posted at either 30MPH or
40MPH, could the travel lanes be reduced to 10’ to provide a full 3’ shoulder in a 3’-10’-10’-3’
configuration? Given the drainage ditches on the uphill side and guardrails on the river-side any
extra inches of shoulder width would be an improvement.

Suggested remedy: Narrow travel lane width to 10’ and increase shoulder width.

VT-17/Burpee Rd intersection to Mount Abraham High School “Stony Hill
Rd”
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This section of VT-116/VT-17 connects the Bristol village downtown with points south and west
and is the primary village entrance from the neighboring towns of Middlebury, New Haven, and
Vergennes. The lower western half of this segment is generally flat and straight, with fields on
either side. On the eastern portion the road steeply climbs to the village plateau with an
residential area, apartment complex, and family center at the base of the climb on Lovers Lane,
to the south of VT-116. At the top of the climb (and end of the state highway) is Mount Abraham
High School, and beyond the rest of the Bristol downtown.

Given the proximity of residences and schools as well as the village gateway aspect of this
road, providing improved access for pedestrians and cyclists would be a big win. Of primary
concern for the bicycle-mode is the narrow shoulder in the uphill (north/east-bound) direction as
the grade steepens north/east of Lovers Lane:

Image from Google Street View.
This section of road-way is posted at 40MPH and includes “Reduced speed ahead” signage as
the speed drops to 30MPH part-way up the hill. Constraining the lane-width slightly to 10.5’
would provide an extra foot of shoulder on the uphill (north/east-bound) side, providing
additional space for cyclists out of the travel lane while also allowing the constraint to implicitly
encourage a reduced speed for autos.

While the steep uphill north/eastern portion is most in need of the additional shoulder width,
maintaining 10.5’ lanes the entire way from the VT-116/VT-17/Burpee Rd intersection
northward/eastward to where the roadway widens in the curve would help keep traffic from
accelerating too much out of the intersection and optionally provide symmetrical 3.5’ shoulders
in the flat portion.
Suggested remedy: Slightly narrow the travel lanes to 10.5’ to provide wider shoulders.

Other Public Comments
In addition to the two specific areas we’ve highlighted above, the public made additional
comments on other parts of the project area. We hope that most of these will be partially
addressed by the new 11’-maximum lane configuration:
#54: Fuller Flats 116, between old Farr Farm and New bridge, section of 116 which has
guard rails both sides of the road, distance between guard railings is deadly narrow. I
almost died here many times. Imagine a 18 wheel truck going south at 55 mph and a 18
wheel truck going north at 55 mph also picture yourself between guard railing and south
bound truck with north bound truck filling his lane. Trucks do not stop or slow down, I
could not hop guard railing as I did not hear or see truck until it was past, have jumped
curbs and guard railings if I can hear trucks. I was missed by a fraction, trucks did not
slow and could not swing out of their lanes so they risked my life, I was pinned between.

I would measure the distance between guard railings, than sub-track truck widths to
reveal how tight it is. Lets now run trucks through with walker, biker or Mother and baby
carriage between white line and guard railings. How many times can we run this
scenario and have no loss of life? I did catch trucker in town and spoke to him, however
he was unconcern, my suggestion is to put truckers in chair between guard railing and
white line and park truck fractions of an inch away. Death is certain with our road
conditions and drivers not getting the dangers of loss of life and also how it would impact
their life with guilt, loss of means of income. Sincerely Michael F. Kane
#41: Most of 116 south of Bristol has no shoulder and high speeds, plus bad pavement
that forces me to ride in closer to the center than I'd like. The straightaways mean that
drivers are going 60+ and probably texting! This stretch of road from the jct with 17 to
River Rd represents a significant barrier to safe bicycle traffic/routes between Bristol and
Middlebury. Even if the shoulders were widened, it remains hazardous due to the 50mph
speed limit, which is frequently exceeded.
#1: Hill, curves, no shoulder, high traffic speeds.
#2: Curves, hills, and poor visibility combined with no shoulder and high traffic speeds.

